
 

 
 

 
 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT HIRE TERM AGREEMENT 2018- MILE END CAMPUS 

 
 

2018 MUSICAL INSTRUMENT HIRE TERM AGREEMENT 
 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM & RETURN TO YOUR CAMPUS MUSIC COORDINATOR 
 

Students involved in the instrumental music program at Temple Christian College are receiving 
classroom and instrumental tuition from teachers who have been carefully selected and are experts 
in their field. To maintain this quality, the program requires an ongoing commitment from the parent 
body to support the continued success that students are having in this area of their studies. 
 

HIRE FEE 

The choice of hiring an instrument through the School or through a music store is entirely yours; 
however, our hire fee included accessories such as reeds and covers all reasonable maintenance 
and repair costs. 
 

Hire instruments available and the corresponding hire fee are as follows: 
 

      Acoustic Guitar                                     $23    per Term 
      Bass Guitar                                           $42    per Term 
 Violin                                                     $36    per Term 

Flute, Clarinet                    $58    per Term 
Cello $97    per Term 
Alto Saxophone $109  per Term 
Trumpet $58    per Term 
Trombone $64    per Term 

 
Students choosing to hire from Temple Christian College are required to pay a small fee as outlined 
above. This Fee is charged on the Term Tuition Statement. 
 

 

 
STUDENT NAME:……………………………………………………….CARE GROUP:…………………. 
 

INSTRUMENT:………………………………………………………….. 
 

Please read the following Declaration of Agreement carefully before signing. This Form must be returned to 
the Music Coordinator before an instrument will be issued. 
 

I understand that all instruments and equipment remain the property of Temple Christian 
College therefore all instruments needing repair must be returned to the Music Coordinator 
for the appropriate arrangements to be made. 
 

I understand that if said damage was due to the negligence of my child I will be responsible 
for the payment of repairs. 
 
I understand that it is strongly recommended an Insurance Policy be obtained to cover hired 
instruments against theft and damage. In most cases this can be done through specifying 
the instrument on the household “contents” insurance and does not usually increase the 
premium payable. It is advisable to purchase a bike lock or similar to chain the instrument 
whilst in the Music Centre. 

 

Parent’s name (print) ………………………………………………………………………………………….... 
 
 

Parent’s signature: ………………………………………………………………………… DATE……………


